Manifesto

I, harinder choudhary (160070028) contesting for the post of techinal secretary of Hostel 2.

General:

1. Conduct open intra GC’s with low prep level.
2. Create a platform for brain storming of Gc problem statement with the help of seniors and different club members.
3. Publicising the events of GC to increase the participation.
4. Coordinate with council members to work for the development of the hostel and for the PAF related work.
5. Coordinate with the other secretaries and council members.

Initiatives:

1. Organise workshops for prominent software like latex etc. at beginner/advance level. By collaborating with major tech clubs like kritika, electronics club etc or by convincing H2 seniors.
2. Organise tech related movies or sci-fi movies in the H2 room. During the movie, publicize the upcoming tech GCs, workshops.
3. Talk to the hostel inmates about their needs and problems and make a database of problems which can be solved using tech.
4. Using the above database try to solve these problems in most efficient and innovative manner by using tech.
5. Create awareness about the tech room by publicizing and conducting sessions in workshops.
6. Conduct a session about equipment handling and their basic application.
7. Conduct hobby project in order to involve hostel inmates in tech related activities.
8. By collaborating with web council, try to Implement the project of washing machine status indicator in this sem.
9. Update the status of the freshies in the database about their interest and transfer the data of passed out seniors to other folder. It reduces the search for participants in GCs.

TECH Room:

1. Ensure the electrical equipments like power supply, CRO, function generator, soldering gun, PCBs are available
2. Ensure that mechanical equipment like drill machine, wood/metal cutter, mechanical toolkits are available.
3. Ensure that all the equipments should be properly maintained.
4. Issue of equipments.
5. Increase space and make its environment suitable for tech room.
6. Keeping user manual of all tech machines.

Credentials:

1. Major freshie events like XLR8, RC_plane.
2. Working as an events coordinator in Techfeat 2k17.

I will give my best efforts to keep upto my permises and keeping tech enthu of hostel inmates given a chance.